
ATX Grip
Rigwheels Cloud Mount Slingshot Vibration Isolator Specs

Underslung Only
Mitchell Option Available

The Cloud Mount Slingshot builds on the incredible versatility of the Cloud Mount system by
adding a configuration tailored for underslinging your camera/gimbal combination. The new
elastic suspension components provide excellent vibration isolation performance for more
demanding applications while maintaining the simplicity and practicality that RigWheels in
known for.
Just like the standard Cloud Mount configurations, the Slingshot is fully adjustable and
scaleable for use with a small gimbal and camera all the way up to full cinema packages using a
monster like the Movi XL. Simply change the length/diameter of the cables and/or elastic tubing
to tailor the mount to the size of your camera setup and the terrain you’ll be operating on.
Tubing and cables are both available in 3 different diameters.

The elastic tubing is fastened to the system using our stainless steel tube connectors. These
come with a variety of threading options so they can be placed in many different positions
around our mounting plate as well as used with other rigging accessories. The standard
positions for the tube mounts are where the Cloud Mount cables clamps are attached to the
plate via 1/4-20″ screws.

Highlights
Use to Undersling Camera/Gimbal Rig
Supports Approximately 40 lb Payload
15 Each 1/2", 3/8" & 5/16" Elastic Tubes
2 x RigPlates
Versatile Component System
Customize & Scale to Your Rig Size
16 x Vibration Isolator Cables & Clamps
24 x Elastic Tube Connectors
4 x Thumb Knobs
Made in the USA
Features
Capture smooth traveling vehicle shots by underslinging your gimbal camera rig weighing up to
approximately 40 lb with RigWheels' Cloud Mount Slingshot XL Vibration Isolator. Especially
suitable for setups where a hood, roof, or trunk mount is impractical, the robust Slingshot XL
adds 1/2", 3/8", and 5/16" elastic tubing to the standard Cloud Mount configuration for increased
vibration isolation.
Additional components include two RigPlates, 16 cables, tube connectors, wire cables, thumb
knobs, bolts, and hardware. Like the rest of the RigWheels line, the modular Slingshot XL
features quick, reliable mounting and can be scaled to the size of your camera rig using
additional components.



Features
Supports larger camera/gimbal rigs up to approximately 40 lb
Uses 1/2", 3/8", and 5/16" elastic tubing and wire cable for vibration isolation and support
Includes two RigPlates plus knobs, bolts, and hardware
Modular system is easily modified using separately available components










